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06
Place the second
screw, tighten it
by hand. Finish
by tightening
them firmly with
13mm wrench.

07
Put the wheel as
explained in the
sheet
“instructions for
wheels
assembly”.

08
Return the cart to
a horizontal
position and
using the Phillips
screwdriver and
screws from kit,
attach the trash
bin onto the
plastic sleeves.

03
Assembly Kit
1- 02 wheels with
two bearings each.
2- 02 hubcaps.
3- 02 cotter pins.
4- 02 rings.
5- 01 handlebar.
6- 02 knobs.
7- 01 stand.
8- 01   display stand
9- 01 trash bin.

04
Place protection
on floor and tilt
cart backwards
until it stands
upright on
handlebar base.

01
With a screwdriver
or a coin, press the
latch down and
open the front
cover.

02
Open rear
latches of the
cover, and
remove it, placing
it down carefully.
Repeat when
reloading.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY AND USE
Tools:one 13mm wrench and a 10mm Phillips Screwdriver

05
Position the
stand as
pictured,
coinciding with
screw openings
on opposite
sides. Place one
screw and tighten
manually.

09
Gently tighten the
screws of the
trash bin to avoid
stripping the
plastic sleeves.

10
Place bases for
the display and
the umbrella
noting that the
smallest goes on
the left side.
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16
Place side cold
plates noting that
the beveled sides
should be
inserted over the
protrusions of the
large plates.

18
Load cart with
desired product
and close
immediately
following steps

and .01 02

13
Insert handlebar

into bases as
shown. Find
screw openings
and insert screws
from the kit.

14
Place the nuts
on opposite end
of screw and
using a 10mm
wrench, tighten
firmly so the
handlebar is not
loose.

11
Place the knob for
the umbrella on the
right side and leave
it tightened if not in
use.

12First insert
the display rod
(1) and tighten
the knob. Then
place the display
(2) and twist
clockwise until
tight.

15
Place the large
cold plates first,
keeping the
lateral
protrusions (1)
visible and caps
facing up.

Images used for illustration purposes only
THE MANUFACTURER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE

THIS PRODUCT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE.

17
Once smaller
side plates are
positioned, fit the
frame as shown
over the lateral
plates to maintain
them in place.

Width ................................................................................: 700 mm / 27.5in
Height (without handle )............................................: 790 mm / 31.1in
Length ..............................................................................: 910 mm / 35.8in
Total net weight ...........................................................: 65.0 kg / 143lbs
Maximum payload…….................................................: 60.0 kg / 132lbs
Eutectic (cold) plates …...............................................: 6 pc

Maintenance tips:
- Use automotive shampoo to clean the fiberglass.
- In addition, use automotive wax to protect fiberglass and polish with a flannel cloth.

TECHNICAL DATA
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